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Introduction

     Biblical prophecy is a double-edged sword.  One edge is infinitely honed and cuts cleanly

through the bogs of history to make evident the reality that all fulfilled prophecies in the Bible

were fulfilled exactly as they were written.  The other edge, designed to delicately dissect and

delineate the sequential order of prophecies yet to be fulfilled, has proven ineffective in today’s

arena where the plain words of God are routinely trumped by the tradition of men.1  This writing

is about the Alexander tradition, the one particular tradition of men that is wholly responsible for

dulling the sword’s delicate edge and creating chaotic confusion concerning the biblical order of

events that will occur during the last days.2

     In 539 B.C., the prophet, Daniel, was shown a vision of ten events that will occur during the

2300 days leading up to the Second Coming of Jesus.  According to the entirety of the Jewish

and Christian intelligentsia – a.k.a., the Scholastics – the first eight verses of the vision were

fulfilled by Alexander, the Great, and four of his generals in 331 B.C., when Alexander overran

the Persian empire.  These religious professionals are so convinced Alexander was the king

Daniel sees coming from the west and routing the Persians that they have transformed this

tradition of men into a literal precept of God as they confidently tout the prophecy to the Casual

Christian as actual proof of the authenticity of the Bible.  The fatal flaw with the Alexander

tradition is a most anachronistic one: the events of Daniel’s vision are referred to by Jesus as

being future to Himself and as occurring during the season of His return to the Mount of Olives

in Jerusalem.



1. Colossians 2.8 – All italics King James Version unless otherwise noted. All Bold mine.

2. Genesis 49.1

3. Daniel 8.17

     A correct interpretation of any latter days prophecy will always confirm and compliment

other scriptures, not contradict them as does the Alexander anachronism.  This biblical absolute

necessarily deems the entire myriad of Alexander based commentaries as mere red herrings

leading the Casual Christian far away from the true path of prophecy; the path that leads to the

North American continent and a Western King in a great rage; the path that is the subject of this

brief history of America, Russia and Iran during the beginning of the end.3 

Remember the former things of old: for I am God, and there is none else; I am God, and

there is none like me, declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times the

things that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will do all my

pleasure.  (Isaiah 46.9-10)
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